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Abstract

Confidential computing solutions are crucial to address the cloud privacy concerns. Although SGX has witnessed significant adoption in the cloud, the reliance on hardware implementation is restrictive for cloud providers in terms of orchestrating deployments and providing stronger security to their clients’ enclaves. eOPF addresses this limitation by providing a comprehensive, secure hypervisor-level instrumentation framework with the ability to monitor all enclave-OS interactions and implement protected services. eOPF overcomes several challenges including bridging the semantic gap between the hypervisor and SGX and attesting the co-location of the framework with enclaves. Using eOPF, we implement two protected services that provide platform resource orchestration and complementary enclave side-channel defense. Our evaluation shows that eOPF incurs very low performance overhead (<2%) in its default state and only modest overhead (geometric mean of 17% on SPEC) when strong, complementary side-channel defenses are enabled, making eOPF an efficient and practical solution for the cloud.

1 Introduction

The previous two decades have shown a substantial growth in internet services enabled by the cloud. Unfortunately, using cloud services requires users to outsource sensitive code, data, or both to cloud infrastructures shared by untrusted individuals. Moreover, the rise in cyber-attacks and corresponding increasing governmental regulations on sensitive information management (e.g., CCPA, GDPR) have made cloud privacy a first-order concern for many cloud providers and users. Thus, the cloud model success increasingly depends on providing strong privacy guarantees.

Cloud providers have been trying to accommodate the user demand for privacy using confidential computing solutions. Such solutions allow secure computation on cloud machines without trusting the machine’s huge and vulnerable software codebase like the operating system (OS). Among several approaches, the hardware-protected Intel Software Guard eXtensions (SGX) enclaves have turned out to be the most popular key building block. In particular, SGX is already deployed by major cloud providers (e.g., Microsoft Azure [24], IBM Cloud [55]), thanks in no small part due to the extensive software ecosystem (e.g., development kits and library OSs) that aids the development of new SGX programs and porting existing codebases [17, 25, 76, 83].

Despite the strong security properties of SGX, its inflexible hardware implementation poses pragmatic challenges for cloud providers and users. For instance, modern cloud services aim to be elastic, which often comes with a pay-as-you-go model that requires detailed fine-grained resource usage accounting. Unfortunately, SGX only provides detailed enclave-usage data to the OS, which is untrusted even when cloud providers run containerized instances since the OS’ large codebase is susceptible to attacks from untrusted users on the machine. Moreover, since SGX’s inception, many attacks have been discovered against enclaves, which are currently difficult for cloud providers to mitigate. In particular, hardware updates for several attacks (e.g., digital side-channels) were never implemented by Intel, eroding user trust in the security capabilities of SGX and exposing users to attacks.

This paper proposes eOPF, a framework designed to provide a privileged trusted software environment for cloud providers to deploy secure services on enclave-running platforms. eOPF leverages virtualization extensions to enable trustworthy and complete interposition between enclaves and the OS. By virtue of such interposition, eOPF allows cloud providers to build protected services that enhance enclaves. In particular, this paper shows how eOPF can be used to (a) securely orchestrate enclaves (e.g., control and monitor enclave resource usage) and (b) add complementary enclave side-channel defenses.

Leveraging a framework like eOPF to enable services for enclaves poses several technical challenges. First, to enable protection and resource monitoring, the framework should interpose between the OS and enclave and mediate all OS-enclave interactions. Unfortunately, this capability is not na-
tively available to the virtualization layer. Second, for remote users to trust that their enclaves are protected, they should determine that their enclaves are co-located with the framework. Unfortunately, there is currently no mechanism to guarantee such co-location. Third, even if previous challenges are solved, it is necessary to show how to securely implement orchestration and protection services using the framework.

eOPF achieves complete interposition of all enclave-OS interactions through a combination of hardware-enabled interception features and several indirect mechanisms (§4.1). In particular, Intel CPUs allow a virtualization-based framework to intercept all SGX supervisor instructions, which are used to manage enclave creation and destruction. To reliably trap on all events during enclave execution (e.g., enclave start and stop events), eOPF carefully leverages a combination of memory protection (namely extended page tables), the x86 single-step mode, and interrupt-interception mechanisms.

We address the co-location challenge by designing, to our knowledge, the first platform-enclave co-attestation protocol allowing enclave users to trust that their enclaves are protected (§4.2). Instead of naively leveraging the virtualization framework for enclave installation, which does not prove co-location to a remote user, eOPF leverages a combination of the cloud provider’s initial provisioning, intercepted enclave installation, and SGX remote attestation to achieve co-location guarantees for cloud users.

In its current form, eOPF includes a library of functions to allow cloud providers and users to enable several orchestration and protection services (§5). For instance, eOPF implements a library of side-channel defenses that users can select during runtime. The defense capabilities are implemented at a resource-level (e.g., page tables, caches) in a principled manner to isolate resources responsible for side-channel and ensure full protection. Additional services can be flexibly implemented through further software libraries.

We implemented a proof-of-concept eOPF framework with services on the Bareflank extensible framework [3]. In addition, we analyze the end-to-end security of the system and show that eOPF is effective at preventing diverse attacks against its interposition, co-attestation, and implemented services. Furthermore, we demonstrate eOPF’s performance (§8) using benchmarks and real-world programs—the SPEC CPU 2006 integer suite [13], Redis [12], and Lighttpd [9]. Our results indicate that the base framework (without side-channel defenses) incurs less than 2% performance impact to enclaves, and when all side-channel defenses are enabled, it incurs a geometric mean performance overhead of 17%, hence suitable for diverse use-cases in today’s clouds.

2 Confidential Cloud Computing

This section describes the confidential cloud computing system model, threat model, and research goal of eOPF. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the system model.

![Figure 1: Our confidential computing model.](image-url)

2.1 System Model

We assume that users want to run sensitive computations on the cloud (e.g., healthcare analytics on genetic information of several individuals [16]). They trust the cloud provider (like other confidential computing approaches [2, 47, 48]) but do not trust other users on the machine. The cloud provider does not trust users and aims to protect users from each other, since some may be malicious.

The cloud provider leverages SGX to enable users to securely run computations in enclaves, without trusting the bulk of the software stack or other users. SGX has several advantages over other approaches. First, SGX provides strong confidentiality and integrity guarantees against a wide-range of attacks [33]. Second, SGX is now widely-available in Intel server machines [4], a sizeable portion of all servers in the market today. Third, there are mature software development kits (SDKs) allowing users to port their programs to SGX enclaves [17] and library operating systems [76, 83] that allow users to easily run legacy programs inside enclaves.

Our model also assumes that the cloud provider runs a type-1 hypervisor on the machine (e.g., AWS Nitro [2], protected KVM [54]) and provisions containerized instances for users. Type-1 hypervisors provide better security guarantees due to a thin software codebase running at the virtualization layer (i.e., Intel VMX [52]). Containerized instances increase resource efficiency and simplify resource provisioning; hence, containerized instances underlay increasingly popular cloud models, such as microservices and serverless computing [1, 11, 72]. Moreover, since users run their sensitive computations inside SGX enclaves, the traditional isolation limitations of container instances do not apply. Nevertheless, our model also directly applies to scenarios where the cloud provider provisions virtual machines (VMs) (§9).

Since the cloud machine runs enclaves of different users, the cloud provider needs to deploy a flexible, protected layer to easily manage enclave instances, including managing resource oversubscription (e.g., AWS burstable instances [6]) to maximize resource efficiency. Furthermore, the cloud provider wants to use this layer to offer enhanced, complementary protection for enclaves against attacks that SGX does not protect, potentially by charging a higher cost.
2.2 Threat Model and Assumptions

The cloud provider and honest users assume that a dishonest user (or other third-parties) may compromise the machine’s operating system, by leveraging a kernel vulnerability or misconfiguration. After OS compromise, they assume that an attacker will launch attacks to (a) steal sensitive information from enclaves using digital side-channels [40, 43, 60, 84, 88] or (b) launch attacks against the platform or other users using enclaves (e.g., to prevent malware introspection [74]).

Assumptions. This heading describes our assumptions about the security of the SGX processor and hypervisor, as well as the availability of a trusted key management service.

SGX processor. We trust that the processor is correctly implemented. In particular, it correctly prevents direct access of enclaves from external software and implements all cryptographic and remote attestation primitives.

Hypervisor. We trust the hypervisor is correct and securely initialized on the cloud machine by the trusted cloud provider. A cloud provider can securely initialize a hypervisor by leveraging UEFI secure boot [87] or verified late launch (e.g., Intel TXT [52, 63]). Leveraging a trusted platform module (TPM) [23], the provider can also attest the correct initialization remotely. Note that although we trust the hypervisor, its compromise cannot harm existing SGX guarantees since enclaves are protected from hypervisors. Please refer to §7.3 for a hypervisor TCB discussion.

Key management service. We assume the availability of a trusted local or remote key management service (KMS). A trusted local key management service can be designed using a TPM. In either scenario, we assume that our system has secure access to the KMS (e.g., using an isolated channel to a local device [89] or authenticated encrypted channel).

Out-of-scope. We do not consider attacks through micro-architectural defects, software vulnerabilities inside enclave programs, system calls, and physical attacks. We also exclude attacks through micro-architectural defects (e.g., speculative execution attacks [29, 56, 85]). Defenses enabled by our system (§5.2) for side-channels also prevent the exploitation of micro-architectural defects [27, 56] in SGX enclaves through these channels. However, the root cause of micro-architectural defects are hardware bugs, and as such they are already routinely addressed by Intel through microcode or hardware updates [7, 51]. Existing schemes [57, 75, 76] can prevent vulnerability exploitation in buggy enclave programs and protect enclaves from malicious system call results [25, 49]. Finally, physical attacks that infer DRAM access patterns and electromagnetic analysis are very expensive [58].

2.3 Research Goal

Given the mistrust of the OS, this paper’s research goal is to design a hypervisor-level instrumentation framework that allows cloud providers to enable protected services on enclave platforms. The framework is designed to be flexible and support two use-case classes: (a) secure enclave orchestration (e.g., preventing dishonest users from running enclaves, monitoring enclave resource usage) and (b) complementary side-channel defense for enclaves (e.g., by isolating resources).

Combining a hypervisor-level framework with SGX is favorable for cloud providers and users. From a cloud provider’s perspective, hypervisor-only approaches [47, 48] offer more control but they require significant investment to design in-house full enclave abstractions and implement the corresponding SDKs. From a user’s perspective, hypervisor-only approaches offer flexible functionality (e.g., resource isolation) but they have a single point-of-failure (i.e., the cloud hypervisor) in terms of data protection. Our approach solves both problems by leveraging SGX with its robust software ecosystem [17, 76, 83] and complementary data protection guarantees in the event of a cloud hypervisor compromise. Hence, co-leveraging SGX and a hypervisor is a best-of-both-worlds scenario for cloud providers and users.

3 Background on Intel SGX

Intel SGX [64] allows a process to create protected execution contexts called enclaves. This section describes memory protection, lifecycle, and remote attestation aspects of SGX since they are relevant to eOPF.

Enclave page cache (EPC). This is a reserved physical memory region where enclaves reside. SGX relies on the operating system to over-subscribe the EPC using demand paging (i.e., securely retrieving pages from an encrypted backing store using page faults and updating page tables).

Enclave lifecycle. An enclave is created by the OS using SGX supervisor leaf instructions (ENCLS). During enclave execution, the untrusted and enclave parts of the process execute SGX user leaf instructions (ENCLU) for a world switch.

Enclave Creation. The OS executes ECREATE to create an enclave context. After context creation, the OS invokes EADD to copy initial code and data, provided by the user, from non-enclave to enclave pages. Then, the OS executes EEXTEND to measure the copied page (explained in the next section). Finally, the OS executes EINIT to finalize the enclave.

Enclave Entry/Exit/Resumption. The untrusted part of the process can transition to the enclave mode using EENTER. Afterward, the enclave executes EEEXIT to transition back to the untrusted mode, for two reasons: (a) synchronous exits (i.e., to perform a system-call or shutdown the enclave) and (b) asynchronous exits (i.e., to handle page faults, interrupts, and exceptions). After handling the reason for an exit, the process executes ERESUME to resume the enclave.

Remote attestation. SGX enables remote users to assert that their code and initial data is correctly loaded into an enclave.
by sending them the enclave measurement (MRENCLAVE or M') signed using the SGX CPU’s attestation key.

The enclave measurement process is entirely deterministic [30]. The measurement algorithm has an initialization, update, and finalization stage. During initialization (ECREATE), the CPU creates an initial SHA-256 hash using the OS-provided SGX Enclave Control Structure (SECS), which contains the enclave’s metadata (e.g., base address and size). In the update stages, the CPU updates the hash each page added into the enclave (at EADD) alongside an OS-provided security information (SECINFO) block. The SECINFO block contains information about the page’s metadata (e.g., offset and permissions). In the same stage, the CPU measures each added page in 512-bit blocks (at EEXTEND). Lastly, in the finalization stage, the enclave’s measurement is hashed one last time with the total count of bits that are updated in the MRENCLAVE (at EINIT).

In formal terms, assuming an enclave of N pages ($P^1$ to $P^N$) with Z total bits, the entire enclave measurement is:

$$M_e = H_{fin}(H_{udp}(...H_{udp}(IV, SECS), P^1),...,P^N), Z)$$

In this equation, IV are the initialization vectors. Additionally, for simplicity, we assume that $H_{udp}(state, P)$ also includes a hash of the SECINFO of page $P$.

### 4 eOPF Design

eOPF provides a privileged trusted software environment for cloud providers to build protected services on their SGX-compatible confidential computing platforms. eOPF leverages hypervisor-level instrumentation to enable trustworthy and complete interposition between enclaves and the OS. This interposition allows users to run protected services that augment enclave security and improve resource management (e.g., measure enclave execution time).

Hypervisor-level or virtual machine extensions (VMX) [52] allow eOPF to monitor and control the execution of the OS, e.g., observe and manipulate page tables. In particular, by leveraging VMX, eOPF can intercept supervisor instructions executed by the OS and exceptions raised by the machine. Moreover, eOPF can also leverage VMX features to protect its TCB from the OS and external devices.

Designing a secure hypervisor-level instrumentation framework for enclaves poses several challenges that we address:

**C1: Semantic VMX-SGX gap.** Complete and reliable interposition of enclave interactions is needed to build protected services. While VMX framework can natively trap on SGX supervisor instructions for enclave management, it cannot natively trap SGX user instructions that determine when an enclave starts or stops. These latter events are typically junctions of information exchange between enclaves and the OS; hence, interposition is critical to augment enclave security.

**C2: Co-location attestation hurdle.** SGX’s remote attestation allows a remote user to know that their programs are running inside an enclave, but provides no guarantees that this enclave is running on the cloud provider’s machine. Without such guarantees, users cannot tell that their enclaves are protected by eOPF.

**C3: Practical service libraries.** It is necessary to show how to leverage the enclave instrumentation framework to build protected services. To help users easily build such services, it is necessary to design and implement easy-to-use libraries with core functions (e.g., transparently augment enclave protections against classes of attacks).

#### 4.1 Enclave Life-Cycle Interposition

eOPF achieves complete interposition over all interactions between an enclave and the OS using native x86 features and new indirect interposition mechanisms.

**Enclave management monitor.** eOPF leverages the native capabilities of x86 virtualization to trap all SGX supervisor instructions (ENCLS), which are used for enclave creation, deletion, and other management tasks. In particular, eOPF sets the ENCLS-interception bit and its corresponding instruction bitmap in the x86 Virtual Machine Control Structure (VMCS) [52] to trap ENCLS instructions. On a trap, eOPF undertakes three sequential steps. First, eOPF implements service-specific operations needed for the instruction (refer to §4.2 and §5.1). Second, eOPF executes the trapped instruction using its trusted code and parameters provided by the
OS. Third, eOPF resumes the OS’s execution from after the instruction by updating the processor’s program counter.

**EPT-enforced enclave entry and resume monitor.** eOPF tracks enclave entry and resume events using the extended page tables (EPT). EPT allows a virtualization framework to protect regions of the physical memory from unauthorized read, write, and execute operations. By removing execute permissions from the enclave page cache (EPC) region, eOPF can ensure that every time enclave code is executed it raises a trap. The challenge, however, is that the trap is raised as an enclave exit, and there is no guarantee that the OS will resume the enclave after eOPF resolves the trap.

eOPF addresses the challenge by creating a trusted resume pointer (TRP), a reserved location within the process’ address space that is guaranteed to execute ERESUME. eOPF inserts the TRP at a location where it does not significantly impact the OS’ process memory management (i.e., only shares top-level page table with the remaining addresses). The OS is notified through a shared memory channel and kernel module (§6) to reserve the TRP region. eOPF write-protects the TRP and page tables that address this location using EPT, ensuring the TRP cannot be modified by the OS.

Fig. 2-(a) illustrates the EPT-based enclave entry and resume scheme employed by eOPF. On every processor core, eOPF leverages the EPT to disable execute permissions for all enclave page cache (EPC) regions (1). Hence, when a process transitions into the enclave region (i.e., using EENTER or ERESUME) (2), the CPU traps the operation with an EPT violation (3). eOPF resolves the violation by enabling execution permissions (4) and redirecting the program counter (rip) to the TRP (5). Finally, the enclave resumes (6).

**Dual enclave exit monitors.** eOPF uses the x86 single step mode and interrupt interception features to track synchronous and asynchronous enclave exits, respectively.

*Single-step-based synchronous exit monitor.* eOPF leverages the x86 single step mode to trap synchronous exits (e.g., for an exit-based system call). In particular, since system software is not allowed to intercept enclave execution apart from debug mode, the execution (from EENTER to EEXIT) within an enclave is considered a single step [32].

Fig. 2-(b) illustrates the synchronous exit monitor process during an exit-based enclave system call. eOPF enables an the single-step mode by setting the MTF in the current processor’s VMCS (1) before entering the enclave (2). Hence, the processor’s execution traps to eOPF’s monitor when the enclave executes EEXIT (3~4). eOPF disables this trap allowing the exit to be processed by the system. This process is repeated at the next enclave entry.

*Interrupt-based asynchronous exit monitor.* Apart from synchronous exits, the enclave performs asynchronous exits in order to service interrupts (e.g., raised by the timer hardware). eOPF ensures that all interrupts are trapped by setting the interrupt-interception bit inside the VMCS.

---

**4.2 Platform-Enclave Co-Attestation**

SGX’s attestation does not tell a user that their enclaves are running on their cloud provider’s machine. In particular, the attestation report only contains information about the platform’s security version (microcode) [53]. This is a significant challenge that motivates eOPF’s co-attestation protocol.

Without a guarantee of co-location between enclaves and eOPF, an attacker (e.g., a malicious user) who has compromised a cloud machine’s operating system could trick users into sending data to enclaves unprotected by eOPF. In particular, the attacker could exfiltrate a user’s code from a cloud machine, send it to their own SGX-capable machine, and install it inside an unprotected enclave. Afterwards, the attacker could route all network traffic from the cloud machine to their own machine, and trick the user into sending their confidential data to the unprotected enclave. This potential attack would not require collusion with the VMM, since VMMs must allow network traffic to a cloud user’s machine.

A naive approach to prevent this attack would be to leverage eOPF’s interposition (last section) and design an entirely new in-house SGX attestation approach. Unfortunately, that is a significant undertaking that would require complex attestation functionality to be redundantly re-implemented and make enclave security completely reliant on eOPF, instead of complementary to SGX protections.

eOPF implements a more secure, novel co-attestation protocol that leverages both eOPF’s interposition and SGX remote attestation. The key insight of our approach is that eOPF’s interposition allows it to bind an infeasible-to-guess secret (as a watermark) to a user’s enclave created on its machine, which will be transmitted and validated through SGX remote attestation to the remote user.

The eOPF co-attestation protocol has three stages. First, with the help of the trusted cloud provider, a remote user establishes a secure communication channel with an eOPF instance. Through this channel, the user sends a secret to this eOPF instance. Second, during enclave creation, the eOPF

---

**Figure 3:** The platform-enclave co-attestation protocol.
instance securely and transparently inserts that secret into initial enclave memory. Third, the remote user leverages SGX attestation to verify the initial enclave contents and validate that co-attestation secret is valid, thereby confirming that the enclave is co-located with a cloud provider eOPF instance. In all these steps, eOPF uses a side-channel resistant cryptographic library (e.g., EverCrypt [69]) to protect secret keys. Fig. 3 illustrates our co-attestation protocol.

**eOPF-user channel establishment.** With the provider’s help, an eOPF instance on a cloud machine and a user of the machine establish a secure communication channel. In particular, during initial platform provisioning, the cloud provider installs the eOPF framework on the machine with a signed digital attestation certificate (1). This certificate and the corresponding private key is securely stored by eOPF using a trusted key management service (e.g., protected storage device or a trusted platform module) (2).2

When a remote user wants to run enclaves on the machine, the user will first establish a secure communication channel with the eOPF framework (2–4). In particular, the user asks the framework to authenticate itself (2) and the framework responds with its signed certificate (3). If the certificate signature is valid—based on the cloud provider’s off-the-band provided public key (PubKc)—the remote user and the eOPF instance establish a shared secret key (KFo) (4). Note that eOPF does not require direct access to the network. In particular, all eOPF-user communication can be routed through the operating system. This approach is safe since all communication after shared channel establishment is end-to-end encrypted (using KFo) and is similar to how enclaves use the operating system as an untrusted network transport.

**Identifier-provisioned enclave installation.** Once a secure channel between the user and an eOPF instance is established, the eOPF instance installs a secret identifier into a user-specified enclave during enclave creation. We explain this process in the next paragraphs.

The user compiles a special enclave binary with one empty reserved memory page (4KB) at the end using a custom linker script and sends it to the OS. The reserved memory page will be used to hold a random 4KB secret (called eid). The user also creates a premeasurement (pM) of this enclave binary. The pM is a hash of all enclave binary pages using SGX’s enclave measurement algorithm (described in §3) except the last reserved page. In formal terms, assuming the enclave has N pages (P1 to PN), the pM is calculated as follows:

\[ pM_e = H_{apd}(...H_{apd}(H_{apd}(IV, SECS), P^1), ..., P^{N-1}) \]

The user sends the enclave binary to the OS (5). Simultaneously, the user sends the pM and eid to eOPF using their secure communication channel (6).

During enclave creation, eOPF recreates pM to attest that the correct user enclave is being initialized on the machine (7). In particular, on enclave creation (§4.1), eOPF recreates the hash using an internal SHA-256 library configured with the OS-provided parameters to ECREATE and EADD instructions (i.e., SECS, SECINFO, and page contents). If the premeasurement matches pM, eOPF transparently modifies the last enclave page to include the eid (8). This requires trapping EADD and replacing the contents inside the physical page being added to the enclave.

There are three requirements for the above operations to securely happen. First, the OS should not modify an enclave page while it is being measured by eOPF. Second, the OS should not read the eid while it is being copied into the enclave. Third, after copying eid, there should be no additional pages added to the enclave. eOPF fulfills the first two requirements using EPT. In particular, eOPF write-protects the SECINFO and page contents of the enclave page before the premeasurement process. Similarly, while adding eid to the reserved page, eOPF removes all permissions from the page before executing EADD. These protections are only disabled after EADD executes (§4.1). Finally, eOPF does not allow any EADD operation on the enclave after adding eid, ensuring that really is the user’s enclave, and not a malicious enclave designed by the OS to steal eid.

Please refer to §9 for a discussion on how this co-attestation step can be potentially achieved without premeasurement.

**Attestation-based co-location check.** Once the enclave is securely provisioned with a secret identifier (eid) that is only known to the eOPF instance, a remote user can leverage SGX remote attestation (§3) to check whether their enclave contains that identifier or not (9–11). In formal terms, assuming a correct enclave page with eid is P^eid and Z total bits, the correct enclave measurement should be as follows:

\[ M_e = H_{fin}(H_{apd}(pM_e, P^eid), Z) \]

Since eid is a 4KB identifier, there is an infinitesimally small chance for an attacker to randomly guess (2^-32768), hence, this measurement can only hold if the enclave memory contains eid provisioned by eOPF, proving co-location.

### 5 eOPF Protected Services

eOPF allows cloud providers to implement protected services in an extensible manner. This section demonstrates eOPF’s value by presenting the design of two services that help cloud providers manage resources and augment enclave security.

#### 5.1 Secure Enclave Orchestration

The secure enclave orchestration service gives cloud providers the ability to control what enclaves run on their platform, detect when enclaves are used for malicious purposes, and obtain detailed enclave-related resource usage for accountability and billing. This section describes how eOPF allows cloud providers to achieve such orchestration.

**Protected launch control.** eOPF ensures that only users approved by the cloud provider are allowed to run enclaves on
cloud machines. In modern SGX machines, cloud providers leverage flexible launch control (FLC) [53] to provision a platform and provide launch tokens to their customers without relying on Intel’s provisioning service. Unfortunately, flexible launch is controlled by the untrusted OS using MSRs, IA32_SGXLEPUBKEYHASH{0-3} and the attacker can exploit this feature to launch arbitrary enclaves. eOPF leverages virtualization features to trap all writes to MSRs (i.e., WRMSR) and disallows modifications to launch control MSRs. Hence, all valid changes to the FLC feature must come from the cloud provider directly to eOPF.

**Malware scanning.** An attacker may try to hide malware on the cloud machine using shielded environments like enclaves [39, 74]. For instance, research shows that attackers can use TPMs to hide attack targets from forensic analysts [39]. A typical approach to detect malware on a machine is by scanning binaries and signature matching against a database of known malware. Although a simple approach, this is effective in practice (e.g., one study shows 59% of known malware can be detected by signature matching tools [81]).

eOPF enables secure scanning of enclave contents within its framework during enclave creation. In particular, during enclave creation, as each page is being added to the enclave (§4.1), eOPF compares the hash of contents against known malware hashes. eOPF also provides the ability to prevent the attacker from installing a barebones enclave and leveraging it to insert malware (e.g., by enabling execute permissions on data pages). This is achieved by intercepting and rejecting EMODPE, an ENCLS leaf instruction leveraged for changing existing enclave page permission changes and adding additional pages.

One concern with enclave content scanning is user privacy especially in scenarios where enclave code is an intellectual property (e.g., services like 23andMe [16] with proprietary healthcare analysis algorithms). Such concerns can be mitigated if the cloud provider runs their scanning tool inside an enclave and makes the source code of the scanner publicly-available for enclave attestation by remote users. If a proprietary scanner is used, the provider can employ SGX sandbox enforcement mechanisms [19, 49]. With these, users can trust that the proprietary scanning tool will be unable to leak sensitive information from the scanning enclave.

**Resource usage statistics.** Once an allowed enclave is running on the machine, eOPF collects detailed statistics about the enclave’s machine resource usage and periodically sends it to a system administrator.

By default, eOPF collects information about two resources: CPU time and memory. In particular, eOPF collects how much time (in cycles using RDTSCP) is dedicated to the user’s enclaves by implementing timers at enclave entries and exits. To prevent the OS from modifying CPU timer information, eOPF disallows all changes to timer-related MSRs [52]. eOPF also collects how much memory is allocated to the enclave. This is achieved by monitoring enclave page addition (EADD) and enclave page removal (EWB) instructions.

If a user enables complementary enclave side-channel defenses, enclaves use additional resources (§5.2). eOPF also collects statistics of such usage for reporting purposes. In particular, eOPF tracks whether hyperthreading is disabled on a CPU core to defeat per-core side-channels. If the user selects static memory allocation for paging side-channel defense, this information is also collected. Finally, eOPF reports whether the enclave is using an isolated last-level cache or not, and how many partitions within the LLC are reserved for the user.

### 5.2 Complementary Side-Channel Defense

This service allows users to enable complementary principled defenses against digital side-channels. Digital side-channel attacks allow untrusted software on a machine (e.g., the OS) to observe the interactions of trusted software and the hardware platform [70]. Observation allow attackers to infer memory access patterns of an enclave program, which has been shown to leak sensitive enclave data (e.g., cryptographic keys) because many programs have data-dependent pathways [26].

To reason about defeating side-channels, we divide hardware resources based on how they can be observed (hence, exploited) into cross-core and per-core resources. For instance, last-level cache is shared by all processor cores, hence it can be observed by attacker on any core, while the L1/L2 caches are private to each processor core and can only be observed if the attacker runs code within the same core.

Using our classification and by integrating techniques from literature [60, 61, 66, 67], this service offers principled side-channel defense that can be flexibly enabled by users with minimal effort. In particular, the service isolates cross-core resources, ensuring an attacker cannot simultaneously observe enclave access onto the resource from any other core. Moreover, the service invalidates or deactivates per-core resources to ensure an attacker is unable to observe enclave access semantic when they run sequentially on a processor core after an enclave, or parrellaly on an enclave-running core.

#### 5.2.1 Cross-Core Resource Isolation

**Page tables.** The page table is created and maintained by the untrusted OS. The OS can infer page-granular (4KB for SGX enclaves) access patterns of an enclave through an enclave’s page tables. In particular, the OS can modify the enclave’s page tables to induce page faults [88] or stealthily observe the access bits of the enclave’s page table entries [84]. To avoid these attacks, eOPF allows the OS to create and delete the page tables, at enclave creation and deletion, respectively. However, eOPF prevents modifications to the page tables during enclave execution. Therefore, eOPF employs temporal isolation to protect the page tables.
After enclave creation, eOPF write-protects an enclave’s page tables using EPT. During each enclave entry, eOPF also checks the CR3 value to ensure that the OS did not try to create duplicated enclave page tables. Hence, eOPF ensures that the attacker cannot induce enclave page faults during execution. Furthermore, eOPF scans the enclave’s page tables and sets the access bit of each entry, ensuring that the attacker cannot leak information through access bits. At enclave shutdown, eOPF disables write-protection to let the OS handle page table deallocation. Please refer to §9 as to how this defense can be extended to support oblivious page swapping.

Last-level cache (LLC). The LLC contains cache lines from all programs executing on all processor cores. Hence, the LLC is vulnerable to cache attacks [26, 74]. To defeat these attacks, eOPF partitions the LLC such that an enclave’s cache lines are spatially isolated from untrusted programs.

Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) allows isolating cache lines of different CPU processors across different partitions in the LLC. Leveraging CAT, eOPF divides the LLC into enclave and non-enclave partitions. At enclave entries and resumes, eOPF switches the processor to the enclave partition, while the untrusted software (on other processors) use the non-enclave partition. On enclave exits, eOPF reverts the processor back to the non-enclave partition. While each partition can support unlimited enclaves, CAT can only support 15 distrustful partitions concurrently at this time. In particular, the latest CAT implementation has 16 domains [52] and 1 partition must remain reserved for untrusted software. In the future, if additional domains are implemented, eOPF can support additional distrustful partitions.

eOPF creates new LLC partitions using CAT-related MSRs, IA32_L3_MASK_N. A processor follows the partition specified in its register IA32_PQR_ASSOC. Whenever a partition is changed, all cache-lines must be invalidated to enforce the change. eOPF achieves this using WBINVD. Furthermore, eOPF prevents modifications to CAT MSRs during enclave execution to ensure full control over CAT.

5.2.2 Per-Core Resource Invalidation and Deactivation

Intra-core computational units (ICUs). Such units include Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs) and Translation-Lookaside Buffer (TLBs). An attacker can abuse hyper-threading, a hardware feature that allows concurrent execution of two threads on the same processor core, to infer an enclave’s access semantics onto ICUs [21, 44]. To defeat these attacks, eOPF ensures that hyper-threading is deactivated on the processor core that is running an enclave.

eOPF notifies the OS using its shared memory channel (§6) that a certain enclave should execute without hyper-threading. The OS can disable hyper-threading in software (e.g., OpenBSD does this by default [10]) by programming the x86 Local APIC [52]. In particular, once hyper-threading is disabled on a processor, it does not raise hardware interrupts. Hence, eOPF monitors each core for hardware interrupts and if it observes hardware interrupts on enclave-running (hyper-threaded) processor cores, it terminates the enclave. On each enclave exit, ICUs are automatically flushed by the SGX processor, leaving no observable intermediate effect.

L1 and L2 cache. Enclave and untrusted programs that run sequentially or in parallel (using hyper-threading) on a processor core share cache lines across the L1 and L2 caches. An attacker can exploit this sharing to leak enclave contents through cache attacks [26, 43]. eOPF deactivates hyper-threading (previous section) to prevent parallel attacks. To protect against sequential attacks, eOPF invalidates the L1/L2 cache (using WBINVD) at enclave exits. Hence, all enclave contents are flushed back to memory and the attacker observes an empty cache state on each attack.

Branch predictor units (BPU). Branch predictor units like the branch target buffer (BTB) and pattern history table (PHT) predict the control-flow of a computation in an out-of-order CPU. Attackers can use them to infer an enclave’s control-flow by observing whether a particular branch was taken or not [40, 60]. Unfortunately, the SGX CPU does not provide native mechanisms to invalidate these units. Nevertheless, eOPF deactivates the components critical for their side-channel exploits and designs software invalidation.

Prior work has shown that reliable attacks on the BTB require specialized units such as the Last Branch Record (LBR) or Intel Processor Trace (PT) [60], particularly because of the BTB’s small size in comparison to other predictors. The LBR and PT are performance tools that cannot be used by enclaves. Hence, eOPF deactivates the LBR and PT by setting MSRs, IA32_DEBUGCTLA and IA32_RTIT_CTL, respectively, and denying all modifications to these MSRs.

eOPF uses knowledge of the PHT’s structure to implement a software invalidation technique, ensuring the attacker is unable to observe intermediate enclave artifacts on the PHT. In particular, the PHT contains 16,384 entries and is indexed by the lowest \( \log_2 N \) bits of a conditional branch instruction’s address [40]. Each PHT entry is a 2-bit Finite State Machine with 4 states: (a) Strongly Not-Taken, (b) Weakly Not-Taken, (c) Weakly-Taken, and (d) Strongly-Taken. An entry is updated each time the processor takes (or does not take) a branch. Using this knowledge, eOPF generates conditional branches aligned to each PHT entry. For each branch, the code performs an always-true arithmetic comparison and takes the branch. Therefore, each PHT entry moves towards the Strongly-Taken state. eOPF runs the code thrice to ensure that the final state of each PHT entry is Strongly-Taken. Hence, the attacker always observes a uniform state of the PHT.

6 Implementation

We built a prototype of eOPF using the Bareflank extensible framework [3]. However, in practice, eOPF can be built using
any VMX framework or type-1 hypervisor (§2.1). By default, eOPF enables EPT protections, traps all enclave events and critical processor-related events (e.g., WRMSR), and enables the enclave orchestration service (refer to §4.1 and §5.1). Apart from bootstrapping and VMX-specific code, the base framework includes a SHA-256 hash generator [65] for co-attestation and kernel module for eOPF-OS communication. Furthermore, we implemented three eOPF modules: a paging module (PM) for page table protections, a caching module (CM) for L1/L2 and last-level cache protections, and a branching module (BM) for BPU protections.

Our prototype does not currently implement communication with the user. Such communication is a one-time cost at enclave creation; hence, it does not impact runtime results. Also, Bareflank does not currently support IOMMU to protect the framework against device-based attacks. Nevertheless, IOMMU should be enabled by default in cloud machines and it is not an additional slowdown factor incurred by eOPF.

7 Security Analysis

This section provides a security analysis of eOPF and protected services by discussing several attacks and implemented defenses (Fig. 4). It concludes with a brief TCB discussion.

7.1 Analyzing Framework Security

Preventing attacks against interposition. eOPF requires secure interposition of enclave and important system events. To prevent this interposition, the attacker can try to overwrite the VMCS, a data structure that contains the ENCLS-interception bitmap, the monitor trap flag (MTF), and is responsible for enabling other important interception functionality (e.g., WRMSR traps). Moreover, the attacker can try to modify the TRP and trick eOPF into thinking the enclave resumed. eOPF prevents all aforementioned attacks (§4.1).

The VMCS and its extended instruction bitmaps are located in protected eOPF memory and the attacker is unable to modify these structures to disable ENCLS or other system functionality interposition. The protected memory is created from virtualization extensions. In particular, eOPF uses EPT protections to prevent software access and IOMMU protections to prevent device access [89]. The critical data structures (or tables) of EPT and IOMMU are also stored within the protected memory; hence, the OS cannot access them. Finally, the TRP is located in a reserved region of the enclave process’ address space, it cannot be overwritten due to memory protections, and its page tables are also write-protected.

Preventing attacks against co-attestation. The attacker can attempt to circumvent co-attestation by trying to leak secret eOPF keys provisioned in the machine or the enclave unique ID (eid), trying to guess eid, and replaying communication. eOPF prevents all such attacks (§4.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential attacks</th>
<th>eOPF defense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Against interposition (§4.1)</td>
<td>Prevent software and device access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify VMCS</td>
<td>using EPT and IOMMU, resp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disable mem. protections</td>
<td>Access-protect EPT/IOMMU structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify TRP</td>
<td>Write-protect TRP and its PTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against co-attestation (§4.2)</td>
<td>Store in protected memory/storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leak eOPF secrets</td>
<td>and use SC-resistant crypto libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steal eid using enclave</td>
<td>Only install to pre-measured enclave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guess eid</td>
<td>Use very large number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replay communication</td>
<td>Use Random nonces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against enclave orchestration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify LC MSRs</td>
<td>Trap writes to MSRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hide resource usage</td>
<td>Trap EADD: prevent TSC MSR changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hide malware in enclaves</td>
<td>Scan initial content and disable changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against side-channel defense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write to page tables</td>
<td>Write-protect using EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disable/modify CAT</td>
<td>Trap writes to MSRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable hyper-threading</td>
<td>Monitor interrupts on signalled cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable LBR/PT</td>
<td>Trap corresponding MSRs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Table illustrates how eOPF defends against several attacks directed at its framework and protected services.

The platform is securely provisioned by the trusted cloud provider and all secret keys established during provisioning are securely maintained within the system’s protected key management system (e.g., a persistent dedicated storage). Every subsequent cryptographic operation is also securely performed in a side-channel resistant manner ensuring the attacker cannot leak keys while they are being used. Moreover, during enclave installation, the eid is directly received by eOPF through a secure communication channel with a remote user and securely kept in protected memory. The possibility of the attacker being able to guess the correct eid is infinitesimally small ($2^{-32768}$). This is harder than guessing an RSA cryptographic key. Finally, even though the OS can record and replay network packets, all network communication is secured using random nonces to prevent replay attacks.

7.2 Analyzing Services Security

Preventing attacks against enclave orchestration. After compromising the OS, the attacker can attempt to run arbitrary enclaves by modifying launch control MSRs or hide their enclave resource usage from the cloud provider. Additionally, an attacker might try to hide malware inside enclaves. eOPF prevents all aforementioned attacks.

eOPF ensures that SGX flexible launch control features can only be configured by the cloud provider by intercepting all writes to the launch control MSRs. Hence, even a user that has compromised the OS cannot run enclaves on a machine without obtaining a launch token from the cloud provider. Since eOPF interposes all enclave supervisor and user interactions, it can trivially measure how the enclave is using resources. In particular, it uses RDTSCP to measure CPU...
time on enclave entries and traps all instructions that insert or remove enclave pages. To prevent the attacker from keeping malware inside enclaves, eOPF scans enclave contents at load time and prevents subsequent code changes.

**Preventing attacks against side-channel defense.** The attacker can attempt to disable side-channel defenses by modifying entries inside enclave page tables (e.g., reset access bit), modify CAT configuration to disable last-level cache isolation, resume hyper-threading to leverage per-core side-channels, and re-enable LBR/PT to exploit BTB-related side-channels. eOPF protects against all aforementioned attacks (§5.2).

Access and dirty bits are set in enclave page table entries, and the tables are write-protected (using EPT) to prevent additional modifications. To modify CAT partitions, the OS would need to write to CAT-related MSRs (using WRMSR) and such a write is trapped by eOPF. If the attacker re-enables hyper-threading, they will be caught since the processor core will raise an interrupt that will be intercepted by eOPF. Finally, LBR and PT configurations can only be changed by writing to MSRs, and any such attempt is caught by eOPF.

### 7.3 Analyzing eOPF’s TCB

This section analyzes eOPF’s TCB followed by a brief discussion on the impact of attacks on eOPF to a user.

eOPF allows the OS to handle most functionality and only interposes on sensitive interactions (e.g., MSR writes). Hence, from a cloud machine’s perspective, eOPF only marginally increases the TCB, which can be rigorously tested.

On a virtualized cloud machine, eOPF’s complete TCB includes the hypervisor. We find this acceptable for several reasons. In particular, even though hypervisors can be large, the attacker-exploitable interface is typically significantly narrower than monolithic OSs, resulting in fewer discovered vulnerabilities in hypervisor codebases [28, 77]. The exploit of these vulnerabilities can be made significantly more challenging by using memory lockdown and compiler instrumentation to ensure hypervisor code integrity and control-flow integrity, respectively, with a small performance impact [86]. Moreover, eOPF’s TCB can be reduced using hypervisor compartmentalization [77]. In such scenarios, eOPF can execute alongside a tiny security monitor and enforce security invariants while remaining isolated from the large cloud hypervisor.

Finally, since eOPF is external to the enclave and the microcode, it cannot access enclave contents and, during its operation, it is not exposed to enclave secrets. Hence, attacks against eOPF cannot harm the existing SGX guarantees.

### 8 Performance Evaluation

This section describes eOPF’s performance through custom benchmarks and diverse real-world programs.

**Setup.** We evaluated eOPF using SGX desktop and server machines (Fig. 5). Although SGX is deprecated on desktops, we used the desktop because we observed a large number of enclave exits on it. In particular, the desktop has a smaller EPC which leads to frequent page faults (which cause exits) when running large enclaves [68]. Many of eOPF’s side-channel defenses incur extra costs at exits; hence, the desktop machine allows us to better observe worst-case overheads.

We leveraged two software optimizations to reduce enclave exits, both of which are well-supported by modern systems. First, unless noted otherwise, we used the exitless (or switchless) system call setting for all experiments. This setting is now widely-supported (e.g., even the relatively basic SGX SDK supports it [17]) and is known to improve performance by avoiding expensive enclave exits using background request handling threads and system call batching. Other work also evaluates SGX enclaves using this option [22, 68]. Second, we configured both machine kernels as tickless [15] to reduce enclave exits due to frequent timer interrupts [66].

**Terminology.** eOPF refers to the base framework with all interposition and cloud orchestration features but no runtime side-channel defense. eOPF+PM refers to the system with the paging module enabled for paging side-channel defense. eOPF+CM refers to caching module enabled on a system to prevent cache attacks, while eOPF+BM refer to the system enabled with BPU defenses. Hyper-threading in enclave-running cores is disabled for both CM and BM. When all side-channel defenses are enabled, we refer to the system as eOPF+PM+CM+BM. Our baseline in all experiments was a non-virtualized system.

### 8.1 Microbenchmarks

This section describes our experiments to find the raw cost of eOPF’s enclave interposition and side-channel protection at different events through two benchmarks.

**Enclave event interposition benchmark.** We created a test program that executes 100k barebones enclave entry and exit tests. In the entry test, the application enters the enclave while providing current (pre-entry) time as argument. The enclave measures the time it took to enter and returns to the appli-
We believe some of this cost is because eOPF is implemented OPF+ on Bareflank, which is designed for modularity instead of
modifying the EPT during entry) from inside the framework. The
the EPT violation, which takes 9639 cycles on our machine.
On each entry, eOPF incurs a virtual machine exit to handle
the EPT violation, which takes 9639 cycles on our machine.
On each enclave exit, eOPF incurs a virtual machine exit
to handle the EPT violation, which takes 1608 cycles on our machine.
On each enclave exit, eOPF incurs a virtual machine exit
to handle the EPT violation, which takes 1608 cycles on our machine.

\textbf{Side-channel protection benchmark.} We ran a benchmark enclave program that continuously writes to a large 256 MB buffer on both machines. We ran the enclave continuously for 60 seconds and measured incurred performance overheads (using RDTSCP) while enabling different side-channel protection modules. Since the resources affected by the caching and branching modules (CM and BM) have different sizes on each of our test machines, we ran their experiments on each machine. Fig. 7 shows the runtime performance overhead.

\textbf{eOPF+PM overhead.} Paging defenses introduce a one-time cost, during the enclave’s lifetime, at enclave creation. The paging module performs the following steps: (a) maps guest page tables to eOPF’s address space, (b) scans entire page tables (including non-enclave entries) to find the enclave regions and sets access/dirty bits, and (c) write-protects enclave page table entries. On the server machine, these steps add an additional \(\sim 1.9\) seconds to our enclave’s creation. We expect this cost to be negligible for longer-running enclaves.

\textbf{eOPF+CM overhead.} At enclave exits, eOPF’s cache defenses (§5.2.1 and §5.2.2) require (a) partitioning the last-
level cache (LLC) and switching partitions during enclave execution and (b) writing back and invalidating the caches at enclave exits. Please refer to §8.2 for the runtime overhead.

Partitioning the LLC and switching partitions is fast: it takes \(\sim 200\) cycles to update a model-specific register (using WRMSR). Cache write-back and invalidation time depends on the state and size of the cache. On the desktop machine, we noticed that it took up to 3.35 ms, whereas its lower bound (through consecutive invalidations) was 0.08 ms. Cache invalidation took from 1.25 ms to 7.48 ms on the server.

Despite a smaller cache, invalidation on the desktop is not
that much faster than the server. The reason is that, unlike server machines where SGX does not implement hardware memory integrity [41], the desktop enforces integrity using a Merkle tree. This tree is updated on each cache-line that is flushed to DRAM [46], incurring 6 additional memory accesses per-cache-line. Notably, invalidating non-enclave memory on the desktop machine took only up to 0.81 ms.

\textbf{eOPF+BM overhead.} We executed our custom branch predictor flush to invalidate the PHT (§5.2.2). The lower bound for invalidation was 0.04 and we saw an upper bound of 0.30 milliseconds. Since typically branch misprediction adds a 5 nanoseconds latency [36], our evaluation results indicate that all branches were being mispredicted.

\textbf{Benchmark result summary.} eOPF interposition and side-
channel protection cost is only incurred at enclave entry or exits. Although the cost can be high, these events are only a small fraction of the program’s execution and can be significantly reduced with widely-available optimizations like switchless enclaves and tickless kernels (§8). For instance, in our experiments with SGX SDK’s switchless benchmark [14], we noticed only 3k exits for 2 million enclave calls. Hence, as the next section will demonstrate, eOPF’s overhead on real-world programs using software optimizations is typically modest, even with all side-channel protections enabled.
8.2 Real-world Enclave Programs

Common settings and results. While partitioning sensitive functionality of a program to run inside an enclave was the initial SGX intent, it has evolved over the years to run entire programs inside enclaves using Library OSs [25, 76, 80, 83], particularly for convenience reasons. In fact, even Intel has officially adopted (and continuously supports) the Gramine Library OS (formerly Graphene [83]) as an SDK for running Linux programs inside SGX [5]. Hence, we also used the Occlum and Gramine Library OSs [76, 83] to run Linux programs inside enclaves for evaluation.

Unless noted otherwise, we ran programs on the server machine using an enclave partition size of 1/12*LLC, the smallest allowed CAT-based partition on the server machine. This setting allows the machine to be shared amongst the most number of users, highly desirable in cloud machines. We ran each program 10 times and report the average.

Since eOPF+PM only incurs a one-time performance overhead during enclave creation, in our long-running programs, its performance impact was negligible. Hence, we do not illustrate its overhead in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

We also evaluated the overhead incurred by the base framework alone (i.e., no side-channel modules were enabled) during each real-world program’s execution inside enclaves. The base framework must interpose all enclave events, which increases the runtime cost (§8.1). However, our evaluation shows that this cost is very small during execution. On the server machine, the framework’s cost is less than 2% on average during execution of each real-world program described in this section, primarily because exits are low and CPU virtualization (required by the framework) is lightweight.

Assorted (SPEC). SPEC is a collection of well-known CPU and memory-intensive programs that are useful to assess real-world system performance. It has been used for evaluation by the Occlum LibOS (which we used for this experiment) and includes real-world programs (e.g., compiler toolchains and compression libraries) that are evaluation targets for other SGX systems [75]. The Occlum LibOS is designed to support SPEC 2006 integer benchmarks out-of-the-box, unlike the latest SPEC 2017. Hence, we decided to evaluate our system with SPEC 2006 integer benchmarks.

Fig. 8 illustrates eOPF’s performance across SPEC using reference datasets on the server machine. Encouragingly, even with all protections enabled, most programs incurred a modest performance overhead—7 out of 11 incurred less than 20% slowdown, and the geometric mean slowdown was 17%. Across all programs, the biggest slowdown factor was cache protections. Since our experiments used switchless system calls and tickless kernels (§8), most programs incurred very few enclave exits and showed modest performance overhead. Nevertheless, the smaller enclave LLC partition had a considerable effect (e.g., 311%) on the performance of highly memory-intensive programs like gcc and omnetpp.

We also ran SPEC programs on the desktop machine using test datasets to estimate performance in worst-case scenarios with many enclave exits. Since reference workloads require significant memory, it is infeasible to run them on the desktop machine. Fig. 9 illustrates eOPF’s performance on the desktop using 1/8*LLC, the closest to fair sharing for each core. With both CM and BM enabled, the geometric mean overhead was 34% on the desktop machine. Since the desktop machine only has a 128 MB EPC, demand paging was inevitable. Thus, the programs incurred many more enclave exits because of page faults and performance was (expectedly) lower than the server machine. We noticed two programs, mcf and sjeng, incurred a very high overhead. We found that their test datasets required up to 1 GB of memory, hence their enclaves incurred the most exits (due to page faults) per-second.

Key-value store (Redis). Key-value stores like Redis [12] are widely used in cloud environments. We evaluated Redis using default settings and its official redis-benchmark, which tests 20 different key-value store operations including GET, SET, MSET, and POP. We ran each operation for 100,000 iterations using the default settings of 50 parallel clients. In its default state, Redis only keeps the key-value store in-memory for performance and does not write to disk. Additionally, note that while Redis ran inside an enclave, client network socket connections were received by user-space code outside the enclave, since enclaves cannot receive network packets directly. This code then sent the packets to the Redis enclave. In typical scenarios, client request in the packets would be protected using TLS that terminates inside the enclave, but redis-benchmark does not support TLS. Hence, requests were unencrypted and we used this for benchmarking purposes.

In our experiments, eOPF+CM+BM reduced throughput by 4–21% (geometric mean was 11%) across these operations. We only observed 27 enclave exits per-second during the benchmark’s 119s execution. These exits were few due to switchless optimizations (§8). Given a low number of enclave exits and the fact that Redis is highly memory-intensive, the major factor behind its throughput reduction was the program executing on a restricted LLC partition.

Web server (Lighttpd). Web servers like Lighttpd [8], handle sensitive queries to fetch webpages, and hence are a good fit for SGX. We ran Lighttpd with 8 worker threads because this setting maximized throughput. From a separate server machine (average latency between machines was 0.09 ms), we used ApacheBench to send 10,000 HTTP requests for a 10 KB file from up to 256 concurrent clients. We sent HTTP requests like prior research [76] for stress benchmarking. In real-world cases, HTTPS ensures a request is end-to-end protected with TLS connections terminating inside the enclave.

In our experiments, eOPF+CM+BM’s geometric mean throughput reduction across the test was only 5%. Interestingly, requests from a single client incurred a 65% throughput reduction, while requests from 256 concurrent clients incurred only 1% reduction. The reason is that the worker threads go...
to sleep when there are no requests and they are awakened through inter-processor-interrupts, hence they incur additional enclave exits. With greater concurrency, the workers are always busy handling requests, thus they do not go to sleep.

8.3 Key takeaways

T1. The base eOPF (which enables secure enclave orchestration) incurs a low performance overhead (<2%) on real-world programs because (a) it leverages lightweight techniques and (b) its overhead is incurred at infrequent enclave exits.

T2. While eOPF’s overhead expectedly increases with principled side-channel defenses, especially for highly memory-intensive programs (e.g., 311% for gcc on the server machine), it remains modest for the vast majority of programs (e.g., 17% geomean for SPEC programs on the server machine).

T3. eOPF’s side-channel defense overhead is comparable to defenses that detect attacks using heuristics (e.g., Varys [66] incurs 15% overhead). However, through invalidation and isolation, eOPF provides strong protection akin to cryptographic techniques that obfuscate all side-channel leakage with high costs (e.g., Racoon [70] incurs $21.8\times$ overhead).

T4. Given the modest defense cost and the fact that eOPF allows users to flexibly decide when defenses are applied, eOPF can be practically adopted in today’s cloud machines.

9 Discussion

Virtual machine support. In addition to containers, eOPF can orchestrate and protect enclaves running in different virtual machines (VMs) without a design change. This is because eOPF executes at the hypervisor layer, where it has the ability to distinguish between enclaves in different VMs [50, 52] during enclave lifecycle interposition (§4.1). In particular, when the hypervisor starts or resumes a VM, eOPF tracks this using the virtual machine control structure (VMCS). Subsequently, at any exit to the VMM during enclave creation or asynchronous enclave exits, eOPF determines which VM encountered this event by checking the VMCS again. Finally, eOPF interposes on (a) enclave entries using the per-VM EPT and (b) synchronous enclave exits using the single-step interception bit, which is also set in the per-VM VMCS.

Co-attestation without premeasurement. While provisioning an enclave with a secret identifier ($eid$) during co-attestation, the requirement is that $eid$ is not disclosed to an attacker-controlled enclave (§4.2). In principle, this can be achieved without premeasurement if eOPF (a) installs the $eid$ in any recently-created enclave and (b) restricts $eid$ enclave page permissions using EPT to prevent the enclave from accessing it, unless SGX measurement is called at which time the user will verify. We leave the study of alternate co-attestation primitives for eOPF to future work.

Supported enclave count. By default, eOPF is a thin orchestration layer that collects statistics and enforces properties for cloud providers; hence, it supports as many enclaves as the platform originally can. If all side-channel protections are enforced (§5.2), eOPF can support (a) as many enclaves as can be kept resident in the EPC (i.e., within 512 GB in modern systems [41]) and (b) as many distrusting containers (each with unlimited enclaves) as CAT partitions allow (currently

---

Figure 8: SPEC CPU 2006 performance with eOPF using the reference dataset on the server machine. The enclave partition was 1/12*LLC. For this test, the enclave exits per-second were: 29, 2184, 3071, 965, 25, 3444, 417, 298, 60, 22, 91, from left to right.

Figure 9: SPEC CPU 2006 performance with eOPF using the test dataset on the desktop machine. The enclave partition was 1/8*LLC. For this test, the enclave exits per-second were 3, 105, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 11, 1, 8, from left to right.
10 Related Work

Privileged software monitors for TEEs. A lot of research has been done to design software security monitors that are more privileged than the OS and leverage them to create protected process contexts with strong isolation guarantees. Many systems [31, 47, 48, 62] rely on hardware memory protection capabilities (e.g., EPT) of virtualization layers (e.g., VMX) for such security monitors. Other systems [35, 38] rely on compiler instrumentation (e.g., software fault isolation) to deprivilege the OS and execute a security monitor at ring-0. On non-x86 systems, several designs [34, 41, 42, 59] leverage architectural privileged layers like ARM TrustZone or RISC-V machine mode and their protection features (e.g., physical memory protection). While our design of eOPF takes inspiration from all these systems, eOPF remains unique for several reasons. First, eOPF only offers complementary protection to enclaves, ensuring that even if its monitor is compromised, user computations retain SGX protections. Second, by leveraging SGX and its extensive industry support, eOPF can be readily-adopted by cloud users without hardware changes or designing extensive software development kits.

SGX digital side-channel defenses. Researchers have proposed both software and hardware solutions to address digital side-channels in enclaves. Software solutions implemented inside enclaves cannot prevent memory access patterns from being disclosed since that is a hardware limitation. Therefore, many software protection schemes rely on cryptographic protocols like ORAM [18, 70, 71] to obfuscate all memory access patterns (i.e., make all access patterns indistinguishable). However, since ORAM is expensive, these defenses incur significant slowdown (e.g., 21.8 x [70]). Other software solutions [45, 66, 78, 79] leverage heuristics to detect certain attack vectors. On the hardware front, Autarky [67] implements strong and efficient protection against page table attacks. One of Autarky’s ideas is to set all access and dirty bits for enclave page table entries, which is also adopted by eOPF’s page table defense. In contrast to these defenses, eOPF offers a more comprehensive protection against several side-channels with low performance impact and minimal user effort.

11 Conclusion

eOPF provides a trusted privileged environment for cloud providers to enable protected services on their SGX-capable confidential computing platforms. In this paper, we overcome several challenges to design eOPF, implement secure cloud orchestration and complementary side-channel defense as services enabled by eOPF, and provide a detailed security and performance analysis of the framework. Our results indicate that eOPF provides strong protection with very low performance impact on average (<2% for the framework alone) and it can be readily-adopted in today’s clouds.
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